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Find Sunday comic favorites in this classic Calvin and Hobbes collection.This is a collection of the

classic comic strip that features Calvin, a rambunctious 6-year-old boy, and his stuffed tiger,

Hobbes, who comes charmingly to life. Filled with a Wattersonâ€™s full-page Sunday strips, this

collection is sure to please fans and newcomers alike.
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You can't go wrong with THE CALVIN & HOBBES LAZY SUNDAY BOOK. * DERBY EVENING

TELEGRAPH * It makes me wish I'd read it when I was six so I'd have had all the right answers for

Mum and Dad's often illogical wrath. * ABERDEEN EVENING EXPRESS * --This text refers to an

alternate Paperback edition.

Bill Watterson is the creator of Calvin and Hobbes, one of the most popular and well-regarded

cartoon strips of the twentieth century. Calvin and Hobbes appeared in newspapers from November

1985 until Watterson&#39;s retirement in 1995.Online: gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/

Great content! Calvin and Hobbes comics are enjoyable for whole family. However the book is

cheaply made. After the second day, pages started falling out of the book. Now a few days later

about 20 pages have come loose and have fallen out. Frustrated when you feel your money was

spent on poor quality materials.



If you don't enjoy Calvin & Hobbes you're dain brammaged!Sunday comics haven't been the same

since "Calvin & Hobbes" departed the scene. While the two main characters are a boy and his

stuffed (?) tiger the social commentary and humor are across the board FUNNY! Watterson pokes

fun at everything and everyone (especially parents and their urchins of Calvin's age).No matter how

bad your day has been... a smile and a chuckle are a page away in any Calvin & Hobbes anthology!

I chose this book for my grandsons to read when they come to visit rather than watch a DVD or

want to run their iPads, these comic books of Calvin and Hobbes are doing a fantastic job in this

department. Even though my four grandsons have read and read these books, one of the first things

that they have come to love to do is to grab the Calvin and Hobbes to read. Thus I try to keep them

going with a new one being added to the stack and the old one move to the car for them to read

while we are travel. I works like a charm.I would recommend this books to all the young age and

those young at heart. Even the young ones who can not read will want you to read to them.

My son loves Calvin and Hobbes.

Great

My sons loved reading Calvin and Hobbes. So did I. After the comic strip had ended, we purchased

several of the books so that we could enjoy our favorite strips all over again.Now I have a

granddaughter who is old enough to enjoy Calvin and his antics. My son and his wife, and

granddaughter, live more than 2,000 miles away from me. Reading Calvin and Hobbes is a way to

bond across the miles. I order a copy of Calvin for her, and one for me. When we talk on the phone,

we laugh together over our favorite strips.Even though she is under ten, she enjoys the Calvin

books, plus the strips make her think about actions and consequences, especially when she has to

use her imagination to think about what happens after the last picture in the strip ends with Calvin

ready to pounce. Young children can read for fun while pondering the deeper meanings.

If you bought this and didn't give it 5-Stars, then you are odd. Who doesn't love Calvin & Hobbes?

Calvin and Hobbes is great! Fantastic book. Just be warned this a collection from other books, not

unique material
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